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Bats and Trees 
One of the problems facing bat 

enthusiast is finding the trees that 

bats roost in. A few years back we 

did a series of winter surveys 

identifying possible roost trees, but 

we rarely found any actual bats. Are 

we just very inept? 

A talk at last year's Bat Conservation 

Trust's National  Conference gave us 

some indication, that maybe we 

weren't so hopeless. 

We were very lucky that Jim 

Mullholland agreed to do a longer 

version  of his talk for this year's 

AGM. 

Things have moved on in the last ten 

years with Henry Andrews putting 

together the Bat Habitat Key, which 

has now been published. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This will set you back some £40 

but is an invaluable resource for 

consultants. 

BCT has produced guidelines for 

professional consultants which give 

suggestions for the kind of surveys 

which are needed. 

Jim is a bat enthusiast who was a 

consultant and then retrained as an 

arboriculturist. 

He began to do research to 

investigate how bats used roosts 

Trees with suitable Potential Roost 

Features (PRFs)  were identified and 

subjected to physical inspection once 

a month for a year. Known roosts 

recorded to the Bat Tree Habitat Key 

standard (collecting no fewer than 50 

measurements) to investigate how 

bats used roosts. 

 

Despite all his efforts he only found 

bat in a known roost once in 12 visits. 

 

One of the ways that is 

recommended to look for bats it to 

carry out emergence surveys 

Jim suggests this is foolish. 

 

He demonstrated this by using the 

analogy of a closed cardboard box.  

 
You can either walk over and look in 

the box or put it on a high shelf wait 

until dark and then listen to any 

noise that the occupants of the box 

make on leaving. 

As any of you who have tried to 

count bats emerging, this is far from 

easy. The brutes may not make any 

noise on leaving, you may not be 

able to see them because of the leaves 

on the trees. 

To make matters worse dawn 

surveys which record the bats 

coming back are also pretty useless. 

The BCT  Guidelines say that dawn 

swarming surveys should begin one 

hour before sunrise, which 

makes for very tired bat 

workers, but this is not 

supported by the somewhat 

limited published data. We 

know that the Lakeside bats 

sometimes start to leave their 

roost half an hour before sunset - 

who knows when they return? 

 

 
 

Jim has rigged video cameras at 

known roosts and discovered that 

most bats come home long before 

this and are already snoring happily 

as the first bleary consultant turns up 

to count them. 

 
Photo Jim Mullholland 

We recently bought a trail camera 

and Bob's ears pricked up. Another 

new project beckons. 

 

Jim also pointed 

out that bats 

frequently moved 

roost, so a roost 

which is unused 

on one occasion 

may be used at 

other times. 
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All however, is not lost. Although 

bats are only rarely present in a 

particular roost, there are other 

signs that tell you a roost has been 

occupied. One of these is bat 

droppings. Unfortunately these do 

not last long. 

Another thing to be aware of is smell, 

The pong may persist for months. 

soprano pips and noctules have very 

recognisable odour, some of others 

merely smell musty.  

 

 
If you have access to a torch, or an 

endoscope you can gain other 

information. (Remember you need a 

level two licence or above you see an 

endoscope. If you use a torch turn it 

off if at once if you find bats.) You 

can tell a lot if there are no bats in. 

Has the interior of the tree been worn 

smooth, are there orange stains 

inside (from bats)? 

Or you may spot black dots (see 

photo below). 

These are the pupal cases of our old  

grotesque friend the bat fly (see the 

January 2019 issue of the newsletter). 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The cases 

have a 

characteristic  shape and shape and 

are very useful if you know what to 

look for. The presence of these  says a 

bat has passed by. 

 

There is also the option of tree 

climbing but it needs specialised 

training and only yields success - 

according to tree climber Rachel  

Bates - 1 in a hundred times. 

Jim had amassed some film of 

endoscope forays which can show 

you what these bits of tech  can 

achieve. You can see these on his You 

Tube channel 

www.youtube.com/c/batsintrees 

Give yourself a treat. 

 

This was a very well received talk 

and has encouraged us not be 

disheartened with our quest to find 

roosts - but we are leaving to tree 

climbing to the professionals. 

 

STOP PRESS 
In late June , with our bank balance 

remaining healthy we had a second 

round of extravagance and bought 

another thermal imaging camera and 

a more upmarket camera. Both can 

record what they see and feed 

images wirelessly to a laptop. 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the items in the raffle was this 

hand painted wine glass. It was 

much admired  and Gwen Hitchcock 

has offered do so some more If you 

would like one (or more) please 

contact Gwen 

 

There was a surfeit of cake this year 

even by our standards as several 

people brought home made cake 
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